
No matter how far you travel, you can still stay in touch with your business if and when you need to. The MyQ® App lets you check if any doors were accidentally left open and close them with a tap. So you never have to worry.

S E C U R I T Y ’ S  A T  O U R  C O R E .

For over 50 years, LiftMaster® has been engineering cutting-edge products that work together to deliver comprehensive security.

R I G H T  A C C E S S

Provide access only for those who have been granted access by you.

P R O T E C T I O N

Deadbolt locks secure sectional doors every time they close.

K N O W L E D G E

Monitoring and controlling from anywhere for complete assurance.

U L T I M A T E  C O N V E N I E N C E .

Add these accessories to expand control of your facility.

R E M O T E  L I G H T  C O N T R O L  8 2 5 L M

Turn on and off lamps so you can always walk into a bright office.

D O O R  A N D  G A T E  M O N I T O R  8 2 9 L M

Know if doors are open and close them right from your desk.

W I R E L E S S  C O M M E R C I A L  K E Y P A D S  K P W 5 / K P W 2 5 0

Control who has access to your facility, inside and out.

K E E P  M O V I N G  F O R W A R D .

Provide access anytime, anywhere. So your business runs more efficiently.

K E E P  M O V I N G  F O R W A R D .

Provide access anytime, anywhere. So your business runs more efficiently.

P R O D U C T  B R O C H U R E  L J 8 9 0 0 W / L J 8 9 5 0 W


ORDER TODAY.

Find a Dealer of LiftMaster.com  Contact Your LiftMaster® Dealer  800.323.2276
When you have a hectic schedule to manage, the last thing you need to worry about is providing access to your business. With our first Wi-Fi® commercial door operators, you can stay in control of daily operations from anywhere and will always know that your facility is safe and secure while you’re away.

**Anywhere Assurance**
Always know the status of your door.

**2-Year Warranty**

**Remote Access**
Built-in Wi-Fi® makes it easy to stay connected to your business. Receive alerts and open and close doors from anywhere with the MyQ® App.

**Open for Business**
Battery Backup powers up the operator when the power’s out to keep your doors working no matter what. Battery not included. Requires purchase of Model 485LM.

**Smart Lighting**
MyQ® Remote LED Light 827LM
Can be scheduled to turn on and off through the MyQ® App.

**Increased Security**
Automatic Door Lock 841LM
Deadbolts the sectional door every time it closes, making it virtually impenetrable. Works with the LJ8900W only.

**Reliable Operation**
Battery Backup Capable 485LM
Keeps the operator working in a blackout so employees can still get in and out.

**Total Control**
1-Button Remote Control 811LM
Ideal for commercial applications requiring a large number of remotes for a common entrance.

**The Bottom Line:**
Enhanced safety: Automated doors reduce the risk of workplace injuries so employees can get the job done safely.

Lasting reliability: Smooth start/stop protects your door from wear and tear over time.

Efficient management: Control and monitor your business from anywhere, without having to return to the office.

Reduced maintenance: Smooth operation and quiet design protect your door from the abuses that consistent manual operation can cause.
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When you have a hectic schedule to manage, the last thing you need to worry about is providing access to your business. With our first Wi-Fi® commercial door operators, you can stay in control of daily operations from anywhere and will always know that your facility is safe and secure while you’re away.

REMOTE ACCESS
Built-in Wi-Fi® makes it easy to stay connected to your business. Receive alerts and open and close doors from anywhere with the MyQ® App.

OPEN FOR BUSINESS
Battery Backup powers up the operator when the power’s out to keep your doors working no matter what. Battery not included. Requires purchase of Model 485LM.

SAFER WORKPLACE
Motorized doors do all the heavy lifting so your employees don’t have to, reducing the risk of injury on the job.

INCREASED SECURITY
Automatic Door Lock 841LM
Deadbolts the sectional door every time it closes, making it virtually impenetrable. Works with the LJ8900W only.

RELIABLE OPERATION
Battery Backup Capable 485LM
Keeps the operator working in a blackout so employees can still get in and out.

THE BOTTOM LINE:
Enhanced safety: Automated doors reduce the risk of workplace injuries so employees can get the job done safely.

Lasting reliability: Smooth start/stop protects your door from wear and tear over time.

Efficient management: Control and monitor your business from anywhere, without having to return to the office.

REDUCED MAINTENANCE
Smooth operation and quiet design protect your door from the abuse that consistent manual operation can cause.

SMART LIGHTING
MyQ® Remote LED Light 827LM
Can be scheduled to turn on and off through the MyQ® App.

COMPLETE YOUR SOLUTION.
Keep your business safe and secure with these optional accessories.

FEWER SERVICE CALLS
PRICELESS
MORE UPTIME
VALUE

Total control: Ideal for commercial applications requiring a large number of remotes for a common entrance.

Narrow band transmission on 3 simultaneous frequencies (310, 315 and 300 MHz).

REDUCED MAINTENANCE
Smooth operation and quiet design protect your door from the abuse that consistent manual operation can cause.

REMOTE ACCESS
Built-in Wi-Fi® makes it easy to stay connected to your business. Receive alerts and open and close doors from anywhere with the MyQ® App.
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Battery Backup powers up the operator when the power’s out to keep your doors working no matter what. Battery not included. Requires purchase of Model 485LM.
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Motorized doors do all the heavy lifting so your employees don’t have to, reducing the risk of injury on the job.

INCREASED SECURITY
Automatic Door Lock 841LM
Deadbolts the sectional door every time it closes, making it virtually impenetrable. Works with the LJ8900W only.

RELIABLE OPERATION
Battery Backup Capable 485LM
Keeps the operator working in a blackout so employees can still get in and out.

THE BOTTOM LINE:
Enhanced safety: Automated doors reduce the risk of workplace injuries so employees can get the job done safely.

Lasting reliability: Smooth start/stop protects your door from wear and tear over time.

Efficient management: Control and monitor your business from anywhere, without having to return to the office.

TOTAL CONTROL
1-Button Remote Control 811LM
Ideal for commercial applications requiring a large number of remotes for a common entrance.
When you have a hectic schedule to manage, the last thing you need to worry about is providing access to your business. With our first Wi-Fi® commercial door operators, you can stay in control of daily operations from anywhere and always know that your facility is safe and secure while you’re away.

**Anywhere Assurance**
Always know the status of your door.

**2-Year Warranty**

---

**Remote Access**
Built-in Wi-Fi® makes it easy to stay connected to your business. Receive alerts and open and close doors from anywhere with the MyQ® App.

---

**Open for Business**
Battery Backup powers up the operator when the power’s out to keep your doors working no matter what.

---

**Smart Lighting**
MyQ® Remote LED Light 827LM
Can be scheduled to turn on and off through the MyQ App.

---

**Increased Security**
Automatic Door Lock 841LM
Deadbolts the sectional door every time it closes, making it virtually impenetrable. Works with the LJ8900W only.

---

**Reliable Operation**
Battery Backup Capable 485LM
Keeps the operator working in a blackout so employees can still get in and out.

---

**Total Control**
1-Button Remote Control 811LM
Ideal for commercial applications requiring a large number of remotes for a common entrance.

---

**The Bottom Line:**
Value
Enhanced safety: Automated doors reduce the risk of workplace injuries so employees can get the job done safely.
Lasting reliability: Smooth starting/stop protects your door from wear and tear over time.
Efficient management: Control and monitor your business from anywhere, without having to return to the office.

---

More Uptime
Reduced maintenance: Smooth operation and quiet design protect your door from the abuses that constant manual operation can cause.

---

Fewer Service Calls
Cost-effective: Beautiful doors reduce the number of maintenance calls.

---

Priceless
Feasible safety: Automated doors reduce the risk of workplace injuries so employees can get the job done safely.
Efficient management: Control and monitor your business from anywhere, without having to return to the office.
Lasting reliability: Smooth starting/stop protects your door from wear and tear over time.

---

The bottom line: Enhanced safety, efficient management, and lasting reliability. Priceless.
**Calm, Cool and Connected.**

No matter how far you travel, you can always stay in touch with your business if and when you need to. The MyQ® App lets you check if any secure doors accidentally left open and close them with a tap. So you never have to worry.

**Ultimate Convenience.**

Add these accessories to expand control of your facility.

**Remote Light Control 825LM**

Turn on and off lamps so you can always walk into a bright office.

**Door and Gate Monitor 829LM**

Know if doors are open and close them right from your desk.

**Wireless Commercial Keypads KPW5/KPW250**

Control who has access to your facility, inside and out.

**Security’s at Our Core.**

For over 50 years, LiftMaster® has been engineering cutting-edge products that work together to deliver comprehensive security.

**Right Access**

Provides access only to those who have been pre-approved.

**Protection**

Prevents unauthorized entry by everyone except you.

**Knowledge**

Monitoring and controlling from anywhere for complete assurance.

**Keep Moving Forward.**

Provide access anytime, anywhere. So your business runs more efficiently.

**Product Brochure LJ8900W/LJ8950W**

Light-Duty Commercial Door Operators

**Order Today.**

Contact Your LiftMaster® Dealer | Find a Dealer at LiftMaster.com | 800.323.2276
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KEEP MOVING FORWARD.

Provide access anytime, anywhere. So your business runs more efficiently.

SECURITY’S AT OUR CORE.
For over 50 years, LiftMaster® has been engineering cutting-edge products that work together to deliver comprehensive security.

RIGHT ACCESS
Gives you secure and easy access to your doors.

PROTECTION
Prevents unauthorized access to your property.

KNOWLEDGE
Monitors and controls access from anywhere.

ULTIMATE CONVENIENCE.
Add these accessories to expand control of your facility.

REMOTE LIGHT CONTROL 825LM
Turn on and off lights so you can always walk into a bright office.

DOOR AND GATE MONITOR 829LM
Know if doors are open and close them right from your desk.

WIRELESS COMMERCIAL KEYPADS KPW5/KPW250
Control who has access to your facility, inside and out.

ORDER TODAY.
Contact Your LiftMaster® Dealer
Find a Dealer at LiftMaster.com
800.323.2276

PRODUCT BROCHURE LJ8900W/LJ8950W
LIGHT-DUTY COMMERCIAL DOOR OPERATORS
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ORDER TODAY.
Find a Dealer at LiftMaster.com